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The Context of our Work and Interventions

The start of 2007-08, saw the Planning
Commission constituted Working Group (WG)
on Tourism submitting its recommendations for
Eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-2012). Given its
membership of bureaucrats and industry
representatives, the recommendations focused
on marketing, promotion, investment, growth,
and infrastructure of the sector. Little attention
was paid to assessing the nature of tourism
development in this country, positive and
negative impacts it has had on people at large
and specific constituencies (like women,
children, tribals, dalits, other minorities), and
its ability to generate local development and
prosperity. The Planning Commission inputs
failed to recognize and address critical issues
related to tourism development such as the
role and empowerment of women in tourism,
gender discrimination in the tourism sector,
labour issues and rights of people employed in
the tourism sector, the strong relationship
between unorganized sector and tourism and
child labour. The Working Group report sets
‘quantifiable’ ambitions for the growth of the
tourism sector in the next five years but
remained unclear about the process that
central and state governments will adopt to
achieve these goals and how these will respect
democratic and sustainable principles and
practices.

development, the needs and requirements of
the local communities were sidelined.
In December 2007, just before the winter
session of Parliament ended, the government
tabled the Rehabilitation and Resettlement
Bill, 2007 (R&R Bill) and the Land Acquisition
(Amendment) Bill, 2007. Both the Bills come at
a juncture when both the central and state
governments were pursuing economic growth
through incentivising industry and deployment
of domestic and foreign private capital on a
massive scale in new infrastructure and
industry. There is a growing concern amongst
civil society that the priority of the government
is no longer development that helps the
community at large and has shifted to
facilitating private profit under the rubric of
maintaining economic growth. Despite mass
based struggles, acquisition of land is rampant
in all states under the guise of greater
industrialisation, urbanisation, employment
generation, and overall development of the
country. Those in rural economies and living of
the fringes of this economic miracle have only
lost – their land, environment, traditional
occupations, access to resources and their
socio-economic and cultural identity.
The relentless expansion of the tourism
industry continues to be a major cause for
concern. Tourism pervades sensitive and fragile
ecosystems such as coasts and islands,
especially in the developing nations, leading to
undesirable impacts on ecosystems and
biodiversity. Even Multilateral Environmental
Agreements like the Convention on Biological
Diversity also continue to promote tourism as a
market based conservation scheme in coastal
and island ecosystems without application of
the precautionary principle, as suggested by

The government also proposed to develop a
tourism infrastructure development fund,
encouraged by International Financial
Institutions (IFIs) like ADB. ADB promised to
invest more than $1.5 billion for the fund. The
fund is meant to attract infrastructure
companies to build roads, power stations,
sewage etc in the country's leading tourist
destinations. Completely driven with the
priority of tourism expansion and tourism
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Kevadia Tourism Project with the Sardar Sarovar Dam in the background

Government policies called for creation of
“Land Banks” for all sorts of investmentoriented activities including tourism. For
example, the Planning commission constituted
Working Group Report and the Steering
Committee Report for the 11th Five Year Plan
encouraged governments to make land
available at desirable locations and low prices
to private entrepreneurs and corporations. To
make the proposition more attractive, land is
promised not just for the requirements of the
planned economic activity, but also for other
uses such as developing residential townships,
business districts or entertainment hubs. It is of
concern that the R&R Bill 2007 still does not
take into account the projects where physical
impact is not as visible and effects are indirect
or secondary. While physical displacement of
people due to development of tourism
activities may not be in very large numbers as in
case of large industrial projects, it has affected
people’s access to resource and to pursue
traditional livelihoods.

the Indigenous Peoples’ Caucus in the Eight
Conference of Parties to the Convention.
Tourism continues to be a driving force that has
prompted governments to dilute, repeal and
change laws and policies related to
environmental protection, social and
democratic goals, political rights and protection
of the fundamental rights of the people to life
and livelihood. The governments have
encouraged acquisition of land for tourism
development and granted incentives for growth
and expansion in many case resulting in
privatisation of common property resources for
tourism in complete violation of the rights of
the local people; forced displacement of local
communities, loss of livelihoods, loss of political
power and exploitation of children, women,
indigenous communities, migrant and
unorganised labourers. For example in Kevadia
Colony, Narmada valley, Gujarat, the site of the
Sardar Sarovar Dam, while over 250,000
ousters still await rehabilitation and
compensation, a fresh set of displacement is
being triggered off, this time for a huge tourism
project for the people of Kevadia – after fighting
the dam for so many decades there is a new foe
to fight – tourism”. Similarly, in Himachal
Pradesh, situated in the Himalayan ranges in
Northern India, the government under the
advice of the State Planning Commission went
ahead with change in its Land Policy to attract
private investments in the tourism sector.

EQUATIONS

Globalisation and its forces – trade, increasing
corporate power, infrastructure requirements
are escalating these crises in forest areas and
reducing community rights over their
traditional resources and customary spaces.
Improperly planned tourism projects especially
affect women. No longer a colluder but a key
facilitator in the process of non-participatory
development is the central government, with a
significant role being played by the Ministry of
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contribution of tourism industry to climate
change. Today climate change is a top issue for
policymakers around the world and tourism is
becoming an important element of the
discussions. This is because climate represents
a key resource for tourism and climate related
risks in the form of changing weather patterns
and extreme conditions could have a serious
impact on travel patterns. On the other hand,
the tourism industry itself is a contributor to
climate change by generating greenhouse gas
emissions through travelers’ consumption of
transport services.

Environment and Forests (MoEF). A growing
trend is to bring in the administration of places
under the control of Developmental
Authorities/ Committees that the government
thinks are profitable areas for expansion of
tourism.
In the drive at Central and State level for
investment and related acquisition of land to
facilitate the interest of investors, various
models got promoted. These included, among
others ‘Special Economic Zones’ (SEZ), ‘Special
To u r i s m Z o n e s ’ ( S T Z ) ‘ P r i v a t e - P u b l i c
Partnerships’ and ‘Build-Operate-and-Transfer’
for infrastructure development and denotification of forest areas for mining. Apart
from tax and duty concessions, government
policies led to weakening of labour and
environmental legislations of the country. This
included dilution of regulatory mechanisms like
the new Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) Notification, 2006 that removed tourism
from the ambit of environmental clearance and
the proposal of MoEF to substitute the Coastal
Regulation Zone Notification, 1991(CRZ) with a
Coastal Management Zone Notification (CMZ)
based on recommendations of the
Swaminathan Committee.

A serious concern raised by indigenous groups
and civil society organizations, even in 2002
in the course of the debate on the International
Year of Ecotourism (IYE) was that an
undesirable fall out of such massive exposure
to ecotourism, would be the opening up of
many new areas inhabited by indigenous
peoples exposing them and the resources they
depend on to the demands and impacts of the
t o u r i s m i n d u s t r y. T h e s e fe a rs h av e
unfortunately come true in several parts of
India like Himachal Pradesh, Uttaranchal,
Sikkim, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and the Andaman
Islands.

In 2003 the UNWTO'S Summit on Climate
Change and Tourism in
Djerba, Tunisia, set a call for
response from different
sectors such as national
governments, tourism
companies, academic
institutions, NGOs and
private and public sectors in
the form of the Djerba
Declaration. It recognised
the complex relationship
between tourism and
climate change, the existing
and rapidly worsening
impact of climate change on
tourism development in
sensitive ecosystems and the Waste dumping is a common sight in the Andaman Islands
3
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Moreover, community-owned tourism
initiatives are still playing a marginal role
compared to the other tourism schemes, which
are often labelled as ecotourism and developed
by large, often global, tour operators. It is
extremely hard for communities to compete
in a market that is fiercely competitive and
controlled by financial interests located away
from tourist destinations. The push for rural
tourism has received added fillip in the XI Plan
with more number of sites being added for rural
tourism projects.

exploitation of children in a context which is
non-commercial as this is a loophole used by
offenders.
Unfortunately, the fight against child
pornography and efforts to make it an offence
under the Information Technology (IT) Act
received a serious setback as a provision on the
same suggested by an expert committee has
mysteriously disappeared from the final draft of
the IT (Amendment) Bill.
The mandate of the UNWTO Task Force for the
Protection of Children in Tourism was to look
into protection of children from sexual
exploitation. In 2007, the UNWTO has
expanded its mandate to include other aspects
that could lead to sexual abuse such as child
labour, child trafficking.

Women are particularly affected as they
confront increasing problems of social biases,
finding means of supporting basic necessities
and shrinking spaces to have a say in matters
that affect them. At the global level, the United
Nations World Tourism Organisation, choose
the theme of women and tourism for the year
2007. Its lip service to the issue of
empowerment of women in tourism was
critiqued quite strongly by civil society
organizations in the global south as their
experiences on the ground were far removed
from the picture that UNWTO portrayed.

EQUATIONS response:
highlights of our workin 2007-08
EQUATIONS work in 2007-08 privileged
research and campaign activity with specific
response to policy shifts initiated by the
government on a range of issues mentioned
above.

Children are vulnerable to various forms of
atrocities such as prostitution, labour,
trafficking, domestic servitude, entertainment
and sports, pornography and child sex tourism,
child marriage, illegal activities like begging,
drug peddling and even organ trade, which
often are not recognised and debated with
seriousness. Even though these issues related
to children are on the agenda of the
government, policy makers and the judiciary,
the incidence of child exploitation are on rise.
The offences against Children’s Bill proposed by
the Ministry of Women and Child Development
(MWCD) which is still in the draft stage, is hoped
to address current lacunae such as including the
definition of ‘‘child in need’’ and ensuring that
the age of child is not reduced below 18. The
bill, it is hoped will also address commercial
sexual exploitation (child sex tourism) and
pornography, as well consider child abuse and
EQUATIONS

EQUATIONS continued to activate and nurture
its networking efforts with diverse groups and
stakeholders concerned with tourism. Fisher
folk groups and unions, trade unions, political
parties, elected representatives, advocates,
students, academicians, youth clubs, tribal and
forest dwellers' movements, child rights,
women rights groups, groups working on
globalization and trade issues and other civil
society formations have played an important
role in the tourism debate. We were able to
respond to the specific requests of some
people’s campaigns and movements on
tourism related issues through investigative
reports, campaign support and capacity
building interventions. These included
movements and peoples platforms such as the Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA), Janaadesh,
4

National Forum on Forest People and Forest
Workers (NFFPFW), Jharkhand Jungle Bachao
Andolam (JJBA), Goa Bachao Abhiyan, Kerala
Swathantra Matsya Thozhilali Federation
(KSMTF), National Fishworkers Forum (NFF),
Him Niti Campaign & Jan Jagran Vikas Samiti
(both in Himachal Pradesh), and Udruti, Andhra
Pradesh Vyavasaya Vyruthidarula Union
(APVVU) & Fishermen Youth Welfare
Association (FYWA) in Andhra Pradesh. We
worked on emerging issues on the Artificial Reef
in Kovalam, promoting the North- East as a
destination for Leave Travel Concession (LTC)
travelers, tourism projects in Kevadia in Gujarat
and Kolleru in Andhra, the proposed tourism
Master Plan in Hampi, Offence against Children
Bill, fight against child pornography, fact-finding
on the status and impacts of the Himalayan Ski
Village Project in Kullu, the SEZ campaign in Goa
as well as struggles by communities against
coastal invasion and tourism in Goa and Andhra
Pradesh .

biodiversity, indigenous peoples’ rights and
engaging on collaborative research. Tourism
Investigation and Monitoring TIM Team
(Thailand), Tourism Concern (UK), EED Tourism
Watch (Germany), Alternate Tourism Group
Palestine, Ecumenical Coalition on Tourism
(ECOT) based in Thailand, Tourism Action Group
(TAG) Philippines, Global Forest Coalition, End
Child Prostitution Child Pornography and
Trafficking in Children (ECPAT) International,
AKTE, Our World is Not for Sale Network,
Carbon Trade Watch have been some of the
active engagements.
Internationally we were able to make
significant interventions, continuing to put
pressure on the UNWTO on the issue of
women’s empowerment in tourism and on
protection of children against sexual abuse. In
the International Conference on Responsible
Tourism in Kochi, EQUATIONS was able to make
strong interventions both through our formal
presentation and interventions from the floor
questioning the role and ideology of the
UNWTO. Also in the case of International
Financial bodies such as the World Bank and
Asian Development Bank (ADB) in the Indian
Peoples Tribunal through a special session on
Tourism.

Our engagement with central-level Ministries
apart from the Tourism Ministry, such as
Ministry for Women and Child Development,
Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Ministry for
Environment and Forests, Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, Ministry of Rural
Development, Ministry of Panchayat Raj and
Ministry of Information Technology has
increased. We have also engaged with the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Tourism,
sympathetic MP’s and MLAs as well as
members of state tourism departments and
State Planning Commissions particularly in
Kerala on specific campaign issues. In Andhra
Pradesh, Kerala and the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands our engagements with Panchayats have
been strong.
We have worked in solidarity with many
international partners in the tourism network
as well as trade, environment and globalization
and child protection networks in active
solidarity on both specific campaigns as well as
broader issues such as climate change, forests,

“Disappear”-Exhibition at the launch of Mahua
Memoirs at New Delhi.
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This year the media interaction has also
strengthened. The launch of ‘Mahua Memoirs’
in Delhi was an occasion for us to work really
hard to strengthen our media contacts. This has
been leveraged further in various campaigns
and issues we worked on received wider media
coverage. A few programmes in EQUATIONS
have been able to work with tourism industry.
The Responsible Tourism conference in Kerala,
initiating networking with Kuoni Travel
Holdings on building awareness on child sex
tourism, as well as our research study on the
Andamans were opportunities for industry
links.

broadening institutional skills. We have noticed
that one of the key tasks is nurturing and
mentoring younger people to work with us and
develop skills and commitment. Our ability to
attract interns last year dipped a bit, but
recognizing it, we are back on track this year.

Networking
Our networking efforts have been in Kerala,
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and in
other parts of India we have been able to work
with initiatives and partners in Goa, Himachal
Pradesh, and the North Eastern region. The
Tamil Nadu State Networking Programme and
Karnataka State Networking programme has
deviated significantly from its planned results
mainly due to lack of dedicated team members
to manage the networking function because of
which site specific network building weakened.

The number of groups, movements, grassroots
organizations experiencing the impact of
tourism and willing to initiate work, campaigns,
advocacy on tourism issues in different part of
the country is growing. Tourism features in
statements, declarations of many such
movements not just because of our
engagement with them, but their own analysis
as well as the manner in which tourism is
growing without accountability and regulation.
This has been very valuable to widen our
perspective on tourism development itself and
sharpened our advocacy and campaign skills.

Kerala
Tourism continues to be one of the priorities of
the State Government that assumed power in
2006. For the period 2007-08, the government
had made an allocation of 100 crores in the
tourism sector, with the focus being to organize
a shopping festival in collaboration with various
departments, develop ecotourism at
Pathiramanal and development of tourism in
the Malabar region. The state government has
announced a budget outlay of 98 crores for
tourism in the coming financial year of 2008-09,
the thrust for this year being coastal tourism.
Grand Kerala Shopping Festival will continue in
the coming year and a Trade Fair Authority is
constituted for this purpose although the
shopping festival was not a major success in the
last year. The tourism department claims that
there has been an increase of 20.37% in foreign
tourist arrival and 5.92% in domestic tourist
arrival over 2007. The government believes that
there is shortage of 10000 rooms in the state
and in response plan to promote home stays.

There was a great degree of inter-dependence
between various programmes within
EQUATIONS on research, campaigns and
advocacy. In fact as we report the highlights of
our work in the last year it is often difficult to
place it within the bracket of one particular
programme or the other as most interventions
are collaborative efforts of at least two
programmes and teams that get together to
work on issues for better perspective and
greater learning. Our commitment to internal
processes and collective leadership continues
and we spend a lot of time focusing on building
and nurturing processes that ensure that this is
the core of how we work. Broad basing funding
and engaging a wider set of staff in proposal
writing, negotiations has been another way of

EQUATIONS
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houseboat and home-stays is ongoing with
analysis of the data in progress.

The Tourism Department, which initiated the
process of implementation of Responsible
Tourism in the state, had chosen four
destinations - Kovalam, Kumarakom, Thekkady
and Wayanad for implementation in its first
phase. Multi-stakeholder Destination Level
Responsible Tourism Committees were
constituted at these destinations to make the
process democratic and participatory and to
monitor tourism developments in these
destinations. Surveys were conducted to
identify the economic linkage between tourism
industry and the local production and
procurement. The state Kudumbashree Mission
is now engaged in the production of vegetables
and raw materials that could be supplied to the
hotel industry in these destinations. Although
the government talks about Responsible
Tourism, the state has to go a long way to
practice responsible and sustainable tourism.
The backwaters continue to be reclaimed for
tourism purpose and projects are constituted
without dialogue or engagement with the local
communities. One of the concerns raised
frequently with the government is unplanned
development, illegal constructions and
encroachments in the name of tourism.

The government is also on the way of framing
rules for the Kerala Tourism (Conservation and
Preservation of Areas) Act, 2005. EQUATIONS
had critiqued the Act in 2005 and launched a
statewide campaign then. However, our prime
concerns remained unaddressed. The Rules for
the Act came up for discussion in 2007. Further,
the Planning Commission constituted WG
R e p o r t a n d S C R e p o r t o n To u r i s m
recommended that this Act be replicated in all
other states in the country. EQUATIONS raised
serious concerns on the provisions of the Act
with a revised and updated critique demanding
amendment of the Act. We sent the revised
critique of the legislation to Minster for
Tourism, Minister for Local Self Government,
Minister for Finance, Minister for Law and Vice
Chairman, State Planning Board for further
action in October 2007. We also sent the
revised critique to our network partners.
Discussions ensued with Secretary, Tourism and
with the office of the State Planning Board Vice
Chairman on our critique. These advocacy
meetings served to establish that our critique
has solid ground and it would be difficult for the
state to push ahead without taking into
consideration the concerns raised. There has
been no formal response from the Department
of Tourism, Kerala, but at the same time, the
state has not gone further. However, stronger
media advocacy and a civil society campaign
need to be strengthened.

The Government came up with the ‘Kerala
Conservation of Paddy Land and Wetland Bill,
2007,’ to regulate illegal and vast reclamation of
paddy fields and other wetlands, indiscriminate
mining from the paddy fields and to improve
the overall ecological condition of the State.
This bill has been referred to the Select
Committee now and once passed could be
effectively used against the tourism related
constructions in the paddy fields and
backwaters of Kerala.

EQUATIONS was involved in the mobilizing of
the local community against encroachment of
land by resort groups at Vagamon as the state
award for the most eco-friendly tourism project
was given to an encroached resort. The local
groups were alerted, they questioned the
award and prominent media highlighted the
encroachments. These efforts created a flutter
as the resort group filed a case against the
media to save face. Local groups continue to
monitor encroachments in the area.

Strong campaigns on the Kerala Tourism Act,
the proposed Artificial Reef at Kovalam, Kerala
Ayurveda Act and the land reclamation from
backwaters for tourism in Kumbalanghi
resulted in our critique and research being used
by many civil society groups. Research on
7
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The local community was mobilised also to
protest reclamation of pokkali paddy fields at
Kumbalanghi, projected as a model tourism
project in international markets. The
reclamation of backwaters for the Kalagramam
and resort is not sustainable. Letters to the
Chief Minister and other concerned ministries
seeking action against the panchayat, and a
poster campaign at Kumbalanghi during the
Responsible Tourism Conference site visit by
international delegates were among the
actions. The Kumbalanghi panchayat was asked
to give explanation from the Chief Minister’s
office. The Local Self Government Department
has asked the grama panchayat to stall the
resort project. The local groups are constantly
monitoring the development in the region and
at present the work has been temporarily
stopped.

would not be any visuals that commodify
women in their advertisements.
Ensuring local community participation in the
Responsible Tourism Committees formed in
destinations has also been on our agenda. As a
Wo rkin g Co mmittee memb er o f th e
Responsible Tourism initiative of the state,
EQUATIONS has tried to ensure that various
stakeholders are adequately represented in the
destination level committees and that the
committee formulation are transparent and
open to scrutiny. We contributed to guidelines
for responsible tourism to ensure local
stakeholder participation.

Given the strong civil society mobilisation
around tourism issues in Kerala, EQUATIONS
often has to walk a fine line and take a nuanced
stand when it engages with the
government’s efforts and responses.
Often this is seen by some sections of civil
society in Kerala as “being too close”. The
Kerala Tourism organised International
Conference on Responsible Tourism was
one such occasion where EQUATIONS
chose to engage and participate directly.
Equations was as well invited by a
coalition of civil society groups and
activists to speak as a key speaker in a
consultation in opposition to this event
titled “Convention on Irresponsible
Tourism”. While we believe that we have
EQUATIONS co-organised Round Table “Do Women Really st ro n g l y a n d u n co m p ro m i s i n g l y
Benefit From Tourism – The Kerala Experience” at confronted and opposed the state on
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala.
principles and actions, we have always
believed in engagement and dialogue in
The UNWTO’s theme for the World Tourism Day
cases where there is the opportunity to create
2007 was “Tourism Opens Doors for Women.”
better futures and more equitable and
In this context, it was important to raise a
democratic models.
debate whether women really benefit from
tourism and take stock of the situation in Kerala.
Andhra Pradesh
We collaborated with Sakhi Resource Centre for
The Governor of Andhra Pradesh (AP) stated
Women and Kerala Union of Working
that ‘state of Andhra Pradesh is poised to
Journalists to organise a round table and came
achieve annual economic growth rate of 10.37
up with a joint statement on the theme of the
percent against the national growth rate of 8.7
World Tourism Day. Subsequent to this, the
percent for fiscal 2007-08’.
Director Kerala Tourism announced that there
EQUATIONS
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was widely covered by local print and electronic
media.

Due to massive industrialization, privatization
of economy, process of urbanization lot of
displacement and environmental issues are
emerging in the state. Government has no plans
to address these issues. In November 2007, the
Andhra Pradesh Government proposed a
coastal corridor project by creating
infrastructure and promoting industries on the
eastern seacoast. Under this project, the 972
km coastline from Ichapuram in Srikakulam
district to Tada of Nellore district would be
developed using natural resources and private
investments. The Infrastructure Corporation of
Andhra Pradesh (INCAP) and International
Finance Corporation (IFC), a wing of the World
Bank have agreed to take up this project. The
government wants to develop seaports, air
links, roads, rail networks, industrial parks,
SEZs, Pharma parks, townships and tourism in
these regions. Presently, infrastructure projects
worth Rs 40,000 crore are at different stages of
implementation. The state has the largest
number of SEZ with 46 notified projects and
another 10 in the pipeline. Over 25 SEZs were
approved in 2007.

Local community member with a poster during a
tourism impact awareness programme in Kolleru,
Andhra Pradesh

Our networks with civil society organizations,
groups, movements, academicians and
government authorities in Vishakapatnam, East
Godavari, West Godavari, Hyderabad and
Chittoor districts has been strengthened. Along
with local network partners, we established
strong relationship with the local self-governing
institutions (panchayats) at different tourism
locations. The issues covered were diverse
t o u r i s m i m p a c t s l i ke d i s p l a c e m e n t ,
prostitution, child trafficking, CRZ violations
and land disputes in SEZ regions. EQUATIONS
also facilitated sustainable tourism forums at
Bheeminipatnam, Vadrapalli. We distributed
widely awareness materials such as posters and
handouts, in Telugu on the tourism impacts to
sensitize the community and civil society
organization to impacts and issues in tourism.
We translated key research and approach
papers prepared in the recent past on the
various thematic impacts of tourism like social,
economic and environmental, and concepts like
sustainable tourism and responsibility in
tourism and came out with a dossier in Telugu
language titled “Who Really Benefits from
Tourism”and printed 1000 copies. This was

AP government is also planning to promote
tourism in and around the wildlife reserve, and
in surrounding panchayats of Kolleru. The AP
government has developed a Rs. 20 million ecotourism plan in Kolleru. In addition, with an
estimated investment of Rs 150 crore, the
government is preparing a Kolleru tourism plan.
To be implemented after completion of
Kolleru’s restoration, this plan has been evolved
without consultation and informed consent of
the local communities, even when the
livelihoods of over 100,000 people in the area
are at risk.
EQUATIONS collaborated with local NGO
SAMATA, to screen the film ‘Mahua Memoirs’ in
V i s h a ka p at n a m i n S e p te m b e r 0 7 . A
consultation on mining issues and its impacts
on adivasis were also organised. EQUATIONS
was able to bring in a large number of network
partners and community members. This event
9
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done in collaboration with network partner
VIKASA working in Bheeminipatnam. The
dossier was disseminated to local groups to
increase their understanding on concerns
related to unplanned and unregulated tourism
developments.

tourism and other constructions violating CRZ
in Vishakapatnam district.

We conducted a fact-finding along with the
network partners, Kolleru Rural Development
Society Organisation (KRDSO), PORD and
Mahila Action in Kolleru region and had
detailed discussions with various stakeholders.
EQUATIONS had a press conference in Eluru,
West Godavari district, along with its local
network partners KRDSO and APVVU and
expressed serious concerns about
displacement and loss of livelihood of local
communities because of the state government
push towards tourism development in Kolleru.
This led to the formation of UDRITI network
(network of 10 NGOs) in West Godavari district
along with KRDSO to work on tourism concerns.

Tamil Nadu

EQUATIONS received requests from Panchayat
leaders and members of the different Grama
Sabhas to conduct awareness programmes on
Panchayat rights; Forest Rights Act,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Bill
2007, Land Acquisition (Amendment)
Bill 2007, violation of Coastal
Regulation Zone Notification 1991
(CRZ) and concerns with respect to
unregulated expansion of SEZs and
related acquisition of land in AP. We
conducted a series of workshops
partnering with KRDSO and
‘Sameekruta’ to create awareness to
community and panchayat leaders of
Kolleru region in 5 panchayats,
Agadala Lanka, Akiveedu, Gudivada
Lanka, Chinamalli Padu and
Siddapuram.
Fact Finding about tourism projects in Kolleru, Andhra Pradesh

With a view to increasing the number of local
tourists and promoting tourist centres, an
amount of Rs. 27 crores was allocated for 20072 0 0 8 . To u r i s t c e n t r e s l i ke Ye l a g i r i ,
Tiruvarangam, Marina Beach,
Udhagamandalam and Mudumalai were
proposed to be developed. In 2007, there has
been an increase of 29.2% in the tourist arrival
to the state. Separate financial allocation has
been provided in this Budget for improving the
roads leading to major tourist spots. In 2007,
the government had announced onetime
subsidy for the construction of hotels, and
other tourism projects like amusement parks,
golf courses, rope car and boathouses. As part
of promoting heritage tourism in the state, the
government is planning to give subsidy for
heritage hotels of the state.

FYWA, Vishakapatnam district, with whom we
had conducted Right to Information Campaign
during 2006, launched a campaign against
tourism construction violations. They
approached the High Court of Andhra Pradesh;
based on whose orders the District
Administration has started demolishing
EQUATIONS

EQUATIONS interventions in Tamil Nadu
programme saw low level of activity due to lack
of dedicated staff. Our efforts have been to keep
10

Conferences and Exhibitions (MICE) and
entertainment segments by establishing mega
exhibition, convention centres and clusters,
which is likely to be approved shortly by the
Government. The Government of Karnataka
has allocated Rs 148 crore as the budget for
development and promoting tourism this year.
This is thrice the amount that was allocated last
year, which was just Rs 50 crore. 50% of the
budget will be allotted for sprucing up
infrastructure and accommodation facilities in
the state. EQUATIONS attempts to call for a
public debate and scrutiny of the draft policy
have not been responded to by the state
government.

some level of networking alive on issues such as
climate change and the coast – but key policy
related interventions suffered.
In “Combating coastal challenges – National
Meeting for Joint Action for Coastal Protection”,
we provided perspective on tourism
development and regulation issues in coastal
areas, especially with respect to the study
states of the Post-Tsunami Environment
Initiative viz. Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,
Pondicherry and Kerala. We participated in
meetings called at Chennai by various mass
organisations of coastal people to discuss the
concerns related to the proposal of replacing
the existing CRZ with CZM proposed by the
MoEF, Government of India (GOI). The meeting
decided to form a Peoples’ Campaign for
Coastal Rights, (now renamed National Coastal
Protection Campaign) which would include all
civil society organisations present at the
meeting. EQUATIONS has been sharing
information with these groups about the CRZ
violations in other states.

Karnataka is one of the favored destinations for
World Bank and ADB for financial operations
and policy advice; Multilateral Development
Banks (MDBs) are driving much of its basic
amenities such as health care services,
education, and water. These policies are pushed
through loan conditions and direct financing of
transnational corporations. In the light of
growing investments in Karnataka, there has
been growing regional disparity in terms of
economic and social development.

EQUATIONS collaborated with Tamil Nadu
Environment Council (TNEC) in drafting a
People’s Statement on Climate change “A call
from the South: The North needs to Cool it” for
circulation at the Conference of Parties (COP)
to the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) that was held in Bali in
December 2007.

Hampi has been the site of action and
controversy as the state tourism department is
aggressively pushing plans for tourism
development. EQUATIONS responded to a
consultancy bid put out by the state tourism
department to prepare a tourism strategy for
Hampi. Given that our methodology and values
were not aligned to what the department was
looking for, we were not surprised when we did
not qualify in the pre-selection round. We
participated in a strategy meet (organized by
local community members) in July to discus
Hampi Master Plan 2006. This meeting served
as a precursor to the ‘public consultation’ that
was held in July 2007 involving UNESCO
representatives, Hampi Local Planning
A u t h o r i t y, s t a k e h o l d e r s a n d l o c a l
representatives at Hampi. Our critique of the
Master Plan was sent to key officials.

Karnataka
According to newspaper reports, the draft
Karnataka Tourism Policy seeks to make tourism
the principal economic activity of the state, as
an employer, tax-generator and as an engine of
growth. The draft policy envisages strategy for
medium term (2007-2008 to 2011-2012) and
long term up until 2016-2017. While the
m e d i u m - te r m st ra te g y w i l l i m p ro v e
infrastructure facilities in various tourist zones
in the State, the long-term plan is to make
Karnataka the leading tourism destination in
South Asia and leader in Meetings, Incentives,
11
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Site specific travel and more active networking
suffered due to lack of a dedicated person to
work on the programme. However, we
attempted to minimise this gap by translating
many of our core articles into Kannada for
distribution to various partners. The dossier in
Kannada titled “Who really Benefits From
Tourism” was printed to highlight the concerns
linked to tourism of special relevance to
grassroots organizations in Karnataka.

Panchayati Raj Amendment 2007 which was
passed in the Legislative Council in April 2007 by
writing letters to the Governor of Karnataka and
the Union Minister of Panchayat Raj and Youth
Affairs & Sports. The proposed Amendment
was a regressive move that undermined the
powers and the mandate of the Panchayats in
the State. The campaign succeeded in stopping
the state assembly from going ahead with the
Amendment.

In June, EQUATIONS and other groups/
movements in Karnataka organised a two-day
consultation on the World Bank projects and
policies in the run-up to the WB-IPT. This
brought together groups working on a diverse
set of issues related to the Bank to share their
research, findings and struggles. We worked in
close coordination with state groups in
facilitating a state intervention at the WB-IPT.
The sectors highlighted were – water, power,
forestry (Nagarahole) and overall economic
reforms by the Bank in the state.

We participated in a meeting called by Appiko
Movement to launch a campaign to protect the
Western Ghats in January 2008. Participants
recognised the threat of unplanned tourism
development that is already affecting many
areas of the Western Ghats. The idea of coorganising a seminar on tourism impacts on
Western Ghats is being pursued.

EQUATIONS participated in a consultation on
Reforms process in Karnataka, Impact on
People and Governance to discuss reforms as
Karnataka state been at the forefront of
economic reforms process in India. The political
leadership is leading the way by legitimizing
these processes without taking into account the
concerns of the poor and marginalized. The
financial assistance is seen as the solution to
problems like drought, water shortages,
economic development etc. There have been
efforts by concerned individuals, movements,
and civil society groups to rise, discuss, debate
and critique the policies and projects of these
IFIs in Karnataka. EQUATIONS networked with
other groups in Karnataka towards this
consultation and made a presentation on the
tourism sector – a process that contributed to
the discussion on the Independent Peoples
Tribunal on the World Bank Group (WB-IPT).

We focused on intervening and studying
tourism in those regions that are critical both
from a vulnerability point of view as well as
being the prime targets of tourism investment.
Regions like the Himalayan Belt (Himachal
Pradesh and Uttarakhand), Coastal states (Goa,
West Bengal), the islands Union Territories of
Andaman & Nicobar and Lakshadweep, central
Indian belt states particularly Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh, and the North Eastern region
have all witnessed an increase in tourism
activity and financial assistance. In Himachal
Pradesh (HP), situated in the Himalayan ranges
in Northern India, the government on the
advice of the State Planning Commission went
ahead with changes in its Land Policy to attract
private investments in tourism sector,
particularly the section in the HP Land Reforms
Act which restricts buying and selling of
property by non-Himachalis. The focus in the
central belt has been on eco-tourism by
opening up of the tribal and forest areas with an
emphasis on promoting as tourism products

Other regions and states
of India

EQUATIONS along with several other local
groups opposed the proposed Karnataka
EQUATIONS
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the culture and lifestyle of tribal communities
and the natural beauty of the region. There has
also been a continued focus on coastal tourism
with Lakshadweep and Orissa coming into the
fray. Concerted efforts have been undertaken
by various ministries to propagate tourism as a
development tool in the highly politicized
region of the North east.
Our approach has been to identify issues
related to tourism, support local groups and
campaigns in their efforts to both promote (as
in the case of Lata village, Uttarakhand) or
protest (as in the case of the Ski Village in Kullu,
HP) tourism development. We also tried to
engage in a debate on various models/concepts
of tourism development that have been
emerging in recent years. These include
debating “responsible tourism” at the II
International Conference on Responsible
Tourism, “rural tourism” and “endogenous
tourism” through a review of the Ministry of
Tourism (MoT), GOI and United Nations
Development Programme's (UNDP)
Endogenous Tourism Project at 36 sites in India,
“ecotourism” in the coastal areas, hills and
islands and “community-based tourism”
initiatives in the country. Such engagement and
discussion on models is useful to understand
the different ways in which tourism manifests
itself, the ways in which governments and
industry seek to promote it and consequent
impacts on local communities and ecologies.

In front of a homestay in Lata Village, Uttarakhand

Tourism, Ministry of Commerce, the UNWTO
re p re s e n ta t i v e s a n d m a j o r i n d u s t r y
associations about emerging campaigns and
research.
A key event was the launch of the film “Mahua
Memoirs”, the exhibition “Disappear” and the
Dossier “This is Our Homeland” in New Delhi in
August 2007 in presence of the Union Minister
for Tribal Affairs Mr P R Kyndiah. This was a part
of EQUATIONS’ three year project in association
with Grassroots Media.
The dossier invited contributions from a wide
set of activists working on indigenous people’s
rights and the role of the state. “EQUATIONS
discussion paper “The tourist welcomed; the
adivasi exiled” on issues surrounding
indigenous people and tourism in India is of
particular relevance to the central belt states
that have high percentage of indigenous people
and increasing tourism.

An important research, advocacy and lobbying
effort has been on the Planning Commission’s
Tourism reports for the country’s XI Five Year
Plan. Advocacy and lobbying was taken up with
the Parliamentary Standing Commission on
Tourism and members of the Planning
Commission Dr. Sayeeda Hameed and Mr. B L
Puri (Advisor, Tourism). EQUATIONS continued
to keep the pressure on the XI Five Year Plan
report on tourism by disseminating the critique
to parliamentarians and key government
departments. We continued to keep in the loop
key national-level agencies like the Ministry of

Mahua Memoirs was screened at many
important civil society advocacy spaces and
conferences. It was received to a packed
audience of local groups in Vishakhapatnam in
a screening in collaboration with Samata. It was
13
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Orissa. The film has also been screened by the
UNDP as part of an internal discussion and
debate and is part of the Media studies course
of the Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS).

specially screened at the 5th Annual
Convention of the Jharkhand Jangal Bachao
Andolan (Convention of the Jharkhand Save the
Forest Movement) at Ranchi in November
2007; to over 20000 satyagrahis in the historic
Janaadesh March to claim land reforms, at the
5th International Critical Geographies

As important inputs to ongoing advocacy
efforts on the impacts of mining, footage from

EQUATIONS’ participation at the 5th Annual Convention of the Jharkhand Jungul Bachao Andolan organised
by Jharkhand Jungul Bachao Andolan at Ranchi, Jharkhand.

Conference at Mumbai in December 2007; the
International Conference on People’s
Responses to Mining at Philippines, It was also
screened at several prominent national film
festivals including SIGNS 2007 (the third
international video film festival organised by
the Federation of Film Societies of India, where
it won the award in the cinema of resistance
category), Thiruvananthapuram, October 2007;
VIBGYOR 2008 International Film Festival,
Thrissur, February 2008; Third Gorakhpur Film
Festival (Cinema of Resistance), Gorakhpur
University, February 2008; the 10th Mumbai
International Film Festival, Mumbai, February
2008 (where Mahua Memoirs was also
awarded the prestigious Silver Conch for
second best documentary film in the Indian
category, as well as the Critics award), the 2nd
Bangalore International Film Festival, January
2008 in October 2007 and was the opening film
at the People’s Festival through Film initiative in
EQUATIONS

the film was used as evidence in support of the
writ petition filed on behalf of the Dongaria
Gond tribe against Vedanta in the Niyamgiri hills
in Orissa. Material from the film was also used
in an investigation by the Norwegian Pension
Fund (NPF) on its stake in Vedanta that finally
led to a landmark decision of the Fund pulling
out of Vedanta on political grounds of corporate
irresponsibility and ethics. This decision of the
NPF also influenced the decision of the
Supreme Court of India on the judgement in the
Niyamgiri case.
EQUATIONS has also been collaborating with
Grassroots media in bringing out a filmcompilation on the lives of de-notified and
nomadic tribes (NT & DNT) in India. Such tribes
have a long tradition and history of performing
arts and culture that is closely linked to tourism
development, especially through forms of rural
tourism and culture tourism. The first
14

compilation of the footage of the film titled
“Vanishing Trails” is ready and will be finalised
soon. We hope this serves its advocacy
objectives of inputting into the debates on the
lives of NT & DNT communities in the country
through the National Commission on NT and
DNT headed by Shri Balakrishna Renke.

(DoNER) highlighting our concerns about the
proposal of DoNER of promoting the NorthEast as a destination for Leave Travel
Concession (LTC) travellers. Our concern was
based on our observation of the negative fallout
of a similar strategy in the Andamans. We
continued to closely monitor tourism
developments in the region and progress on the
South Asia Sub-regional Economic Cooperation
(SASEC), in consultation with local partners.

The Hindi version of the dossier “This is Our
Homeland ” has been widely disseminated to
groups in the central belt and Northern and
Western states where Hindi is the main medium
of communication. Attempts are also on to
bring out a Hindi version of the film.

On the research project “Building a Base for
Advocating Sustainable Tourism in the
Andaman Islands” that EQUATIONS is
coordinating since January 2007, along with
five other collaborating partners (SANE, Intach
A & NI Chapter, Kalpavriksh, Tata Institute of
Social Sciences and ActionAid, the research
report is nearing finalisation and going through
a last round of comments by the project’s Core
Group and Expert Panel. It is expected that this
research will contribute to the debate on
tourism development not just in the Islands but
also to the assumptions and impacts of models
of tourism in the country.

As the issue of the Himalayan Ski Village hotted
up we swung into action on commissioning a
fact-finding on the status and impacts of the
proposed 300 million USD Project in Kullu. The
report jointly by EQUATIONS, and local
movements Him Niti and Jan Jagran evam Vikas
Samiti (JJVS) reaffirms the serious concerns that
the peoples organisations and movements
have been raising since 2005 about this mega
project with respect to the Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU), absence of democratic
consultation and informed consent with local
communities and complete disregard for the
environmental, economic, political and cultural
impacts. The Expert Advisory Committee on
Construction Projects (EAC), constituted by the
MoEF to provide recommendations on the
Environmental Clearance of the project taking
into account the petitions sent by the local
groups and EQUATIONS has recommended a
special Environment Impact Assessment (EIA)
and Public Hearing on the project. This is a
positive first step of acknowledging the serious
concerns that have been raised. The work in the
coming months will be to ensure that the EAC
recommendations are implemented by the
and tourists at New Wandoor beach, South
state government and sufficient community, Vendors
Andaman.
civil society and media pressure is generated to
stop the project. We have been able to
A baseline data compilation on tourism in
disseminate the fact finding report widely and it
Lakshadweep
is done in preparation for a field
has generated sufficient media interest.
visit towards initial status report on tourism in
Lakshadweep. This will then identify issues and
We wrote campaign letters to the Ministry for
areas for future interventions.
Development of the North Eastern Region
15
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This year, EQUATIONS conducted a series of
interventions in Goa in collaboration with local
partners Alternatives and the Council for Social
Justice and Peace. EQUATIONS facilitated a
Tourism Impact Assessment (TIA) Workshop
with around 30 community members from
different coastal villages in South Goa.

in HP, Hampi, Benaras and the Andamans). The
research study is currentl3y being finalised.
We have continued maintaining contacts with
UNDP after the interventions of the previous
year in relation to the Endogenous Tourism
Project. We contributed an article titled “A
Closer Look at Rural Tourism” for the Rural
Tourism handbook being brought out by UNDP.
EQUATIONS has been involved in a project to
review and document the GoI & UNDP
Endogenous Tourism Project (ETP) being
implemented to promote rural tourism in 36

EQUATIONS also supported a research study by
seminarians of Rachol Seminary from January –
March 2008 on the activities of Israeli tourists to
understand patterns of tourist behaviour in

At the launch of Mahua Memoirs at New Delhi, August 2007

sites in India. The purpose of the review
and documentation is to capture
experiences, learnings and make
recommendations that will feed into
future policy and models of rural tourism.
While the ETP is on 36 sites our review
process will imply visit to 10 of these sites
based on a set of criteria. The outputs are
a review report, a visual documentation (a
documentary film) and a dossier which
will help practitioners and stakeholders in
the future.
At the 2nd International Responsible

Presentation by Rachol Seminarians on their observations Tourism Conference held in March 2008 in
after the orientation and field visit on Tourism Impacts
Kochi, India and organised by the

Department of Tourism, Kerala and
International Centre for Responsible Tourism
(ICRT), India with Ministry of Tourism, and
Government of India as partner. At the

Goa, the impact on the local people and the
economy (Goa that has become a favoured
destination for Israeli tourists along with Manali
EQUATIONS
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Meeting with women Self Help Groups in Sunderbans

At Chitrakote, Chhattisgarh

conference, EQUATIONS was an invited speaker
at a session on “The Responsible Tourism
Movement: Global Perspectives” and made a
strong critique of the lack of our governments
initiative and effort in ensuring accountability
and responsibility in tourism development in
India. Being an international conference,
EQUATIONS was able to network with a wide
range of government officials from different
states in India, tourism industry representatives
from within India and outside and civil society
groups and research groups working on

responsible and alternate tourism. We were
able to influence critical inputs into the
Declaration of the Conference – Kerala
Declaration on Responsible Tourism, which
brought in important elements of people
centeredness, accountability and rights.
EQUATIONS has also been very active in
supporting and feeding into the International
networks. Our statements and campaigns
letters are on websites of many partner NGOs.
On The Ecumenical Coalition on Tourism's
17
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EQUATIONS was invited for the II International Responsible Tourism Conference organised by Government of Kerala
and International Centre for Responsibility Tourism at Kochi, Kerala, March 2008

(ECOT) request we contributed a paper “Can
Tourism Transform itself” – for its forthcoming
25th Anniversary Issue.

launched. This was circulated widely and the
lobbying on this issue continues.
Child labour is a serious issue but we find that
there is very little research done on the issue in
the context of tourism. We received an
invitation from the International Labour
Organization to present a paper on the role of
employers in tourism sector in combating child
labour during the workshop organized by ILO on
“ILO Karnataka Child Labour Project State Level
Workshop: Role of Employers Associations in
Child Labour Elimination” in September. We
have also had preliminary discussion with the
ILO regional office at Bangalore on research in
two sites in Karnataka on child labour and
economic exploitation in tourism.

Thematic Areas
Child and Tourism
In January 2007 we initiated a campaign with
MWCD on “Offences against Children Bill” to
demand that it be available for public scrutiny
and consultation before being finalized.
The fight against child pornography and efforts
to make it an offence under the Information
Technology (IT) Act received a serious setback
as a provision on the same suggested by an
ex p e r t c o m m i tt e e h a s my s t e r i o u s l y
disappeared from the final draft of the IT
(Amendment) Bill. The final draft of the
Information Technology (Amendment) Bill does
not incorporate the recommendations of the
Expert Committee to include a provision on
child pornography. A campaign on the
Information Technology ACT urging the
Commission/Ministry to reinstate the provision
on child pornography in the Information
Technology Amendment Act 2006 was
EQUATIONS

EQUATIONS also undertook an investigation
research study on “Male Child Sexual Abuse in
Pilgrim Tourism Sites in Andhra Pradesh, Kerala
and Orissa” commissioned by End Child
Prostitution, Child Pornography, and Trafficking
of Children for Sexual Purpose (ECPAT), of which
EQUATIONS is an active member. This research
finding will help EQUATIONS to engage in
advocacy with government authorities
particularly those engaged in the protection of
children and in tourism, with local
18

communities. A debate and a set of
measures may be taken to prevent
children (with a focus on male
children) from being sexually
abused, particularly in the context
of tourism and raise the issue in
the media. The field visit on this
research is completed and the
program is in the process of writing
the research report.
EQUATIONS gave inputs through a
paper “Say NO to Tourism that
Exploits the Child” at the UNWTO
22nd Task Force Meeting on the
protection of children in tourism, Representatives of SANLAAP, ECPAT, EQUATONS and ICYO at the launch
which the ECPAT representative of Agenda for Action India Report by End Child Prostitution, Child
attending the meeting presented Pornography and Trafficking for Sexual Purpose (ECPAT) International
and its Member organizations.
on our behalf. EQUATONS received
request from Kuoni Travel Holding
updated dossier on the status of the
Ltd for information on child sex tourism (CST) in
implementation of Goa Children’s Act and on
India. Kuoni expressed interest to work with us
the various other child rights related issues.
on awareness workshops on the issue. The
EQUATIONS developed advocacy materials by
Global Monitoring Report (GMR) on the Status
reprinting the posters on child abuse and
of action against Commercial Sexual
tourism and child labour and tourism as it was
Exploitation of Children was launched in August
in huge demand from the partners.
2007 by End Child Prostitution, Child
Pornography and Trafficking of Children for
Sexual Purpose (ECPAT). EQUATIONS made a
Tourism Education
presentation on commercial sexual exploitation
of children and its links to tourism and helped
EQUATIONS program intends to build
with the press release. We have translated this
awareness about tourism and its’ impacts to
report into Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu and
students, teachers, academic institutions,
Kannada for wider circulation.
organizations and the society. There are a
number of colleges in the country that teach
MWCD have invited EQUATIONS inputs on the
tourism but privilege the management aspect
draft Comprehensive Scheme for Prevention of
in their syllabus. We have been working
Trafficking and Rescue, Rehabilitation and retowards the preparation of tourism education
integration for Victims of Trafficking and
kits, interacting with tourism teaching
Commercial Sexual Exploitation as well as the
institutions and students.
State Action Plan to Counter Child Abuse .
In December 2007, we were invited to
participate in a national workshop on use of
Information Communication & Technology
(ICT) for Vocational Education & Training in
Tourism & Hospitality Sector organized by
Media Labs Asia and National Institute of

We revised and updated the dossier and has
reprinted the dossier on the “Rights of the Child
in the Context of Tourism” which was compiled
in 2006. We got active support from partners
from Goa to write articles for our revised and
19
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Tourism & Hospitality Management (NITHM),
Hyderabad. EQUATIONS input into changes in
curriculum by suggesting that the modules be
customizable and address aspects of impacts
and sustainability of tourism in vocational
education.

In November 2007, EQUATIONS organized a
capacity building workshop for students
undertaking a 6-month course on Sustainable
Development organised by the Tata Institute of
Social Sciences, in the Andaman & Nicobar
Islands. A group of 35 students from Nicobar
group of Islands came to EQUATIONS as a part
of their exposure visit. The workshop enabled
them to have a basic understanding about
tourism and creating awareness about the
impacts of tourism in the context of the islands.

The student club at National Institute of
Tourism and Hospitality Management,
(NITHM), Hyderabad was formed in March
2007 as part of the objective to initiate work
with the already established Tourism Student
Clubs at various institutions as another mode of
disseminating information on impacts of
tourism to the student community. We helped
the students in conducting the research study
on ‘Waste Management in the formal Hotel
Sector of the twin cities of Hyderabad and
Secunderabad’ by offering advice and
conducted an orientation on research methods.
The study could not be completed as the
students were facing difficulties in getting
appointments with hotels, and had difficulties
balancing academic work with the project.

In February 2008, EQUATIONS organized
awareness programs with students of Mount
Carmel College. We also made a half-day
presentation for the students of Ramapo
College, New Jersey, USA coordinated by Prof
Trent Schroyer and Siddhhartha of Fireflies on
the impacts of Tourism. In March 2008 students
of Acharya Institute of Management & Sciences
as part of the activities for International
Women’s Day invited us to make a presentation
on the topic of women & tourism. In February
2008, we presented a keynote address at the
International seminar on Natural Area Tourism:
Impacts, Planning & Management organized by
St. Xavier’s Institute, Goa.

Through the Advocating a Sustainable base for
Tourism in the Andaman’s project we
conducted an essay writing and debate
competition to examine the current status of
tourism from the perspective of students. It
included schools and colleges in Port Blair and
surrounding islands. The main outcomes of the
intervention were getting feedback from
students on tourism in the Andaman’s through
the essays and debate competition & in the
process creating awareness among them about
the impacts of tourism.

Women And Tourism
We responded to the XI Five Year Plan’s Working
Group on Tourism Report by critiquing the
document from a gender perspective as the
working group made no mention of the role of
women in tourism. We highlighted issues of
gender discrimination, stereotyping of women
in the way they are used as objects for
promotion, women’s rights as employees, selfemployment of women, and women in the
informal sector.

A paper titled ‘Sustainable Tourism’ was
presented under the theme of ‘Tourism &
Sustainability’ International Conference on
Innovation in Tourism: Competitiveness &
Sustainability organised by the Indian Institute
of Travel & Tourism Management (IITTM),
Bhubaneswar. The conference was a good
platform to meet various academics from all
over the country and seek their interest in our
study on tourism education. IITTM is publishing
a collection of the conference papers.
EQUATIONS

We were able to make a strategic intervention
on the issue of Women and Tourism with the
UNWTO. EQUATIONS was invited to participate
in a high level think tank organised by the
UNWTO on the theme of World Tourism Day:
'Tourism Opens Doors to Women'. This was on
World Tourism day 27th September 2007 in
20

Bentota, Sri Lanka. EQUATIONS was the only
advocacy NGO working on tourism to be invited
to this Think Tank. ECPAT international and
UNIFEM were also present. We were
collectively able to influence the outputs of this
process in terms of the recognition the tourism
exploits women, the need for the UNWTO to
focus its attention to data gathering to
substantiate its statements, the need to convert
this event from a one-off status to form a task
force that would work on the outcomes, the
need for the UNWTO to focus on women in the
informal sector and to make explicit reference
to the need to fight against the exploitation of
women in the Global Code of Ethics as well.

We were able to make only a few focussed
interventions due to a breakdown in our staff
arrangement. EQUATIONS paper on Women
and Tourism was circulated widely. We have
also completed an internal review of the
academic paper on representation of women
and now hope to send it to some academic
activists on women’s issues. On International
Women’s Day March 2008, EQUATIONS
participated in a consultation organised by UTC
and revived many contacts with groups working
on women’s and gender issues. Heinrich Boll
Foundation India office has been in touch with
EQUATIONS on taking forward research on
Gender and FTA with particular emphasis on
the EU India FTA. Internally within all
EQUATIONS programmes the issue of gender
main streaming and paying particular attention
to the issue of how women are impacted has
been paid particular attention.

EQUATIONS also partnered with ALTERNATIVES
and the Council for Social Justice and Peace in
Goa and Sakhi Resource Centre for Women, in
Kerala to jointly organise two round tables one
each in Kerala and Goa to question whether
tourism indeed benefited women to mark the
World Tourism Day 2007. The round table was
represented by 20 to 30 senior activists from
women’s organisations in Kerala and many
representatives from the media. The event was
covered extensively by the media in Hindu,
Indian Express, Mathrubhumi and Janayugam.
One of the outcomes of the round table was the
decision to conduct a survey on gender issues in
tourism in select destinations with the
collaboration of the tourism industry.
EQUATIONS will collaborate with Sakhi,
Confederation of Tourism Industries, Thanal
and others on this survey.

Governance, Law And Tourism
The Indian Constitution provides the LSGIs with
wide array of powers, rights functions and
obligations that includes taking decisions on
local issues. Many state governments have
however not delegated powers, functions, and
funds to the LSGIs in practice. Moreover, there
is a growing trend at national and state level to
dilute powers and functions of local selfgoverning institutions. Some of the policy and
legal frames evolved in recent years such as SEZ
Act, CRZ notification, Tourism projects being
exempted from Environmental Impact
Assessment Process (EIA Notification 2006),
National Rehabilitation Policy, Kerala Tourism
(Conservation and Preservation) Act and
various tourism plans/ policies at national and
state level confirms the growing trend.

In Goa, presentations on trafficking and links to
tourism by Sangat, on child rights and Tourism
Jan Ugahi, and women tourism entrepreneurs
and community members from Colva and
Cavalaossim on representation of women and
experiences of being a mother in the context of
tourism, and EQUATIONS on Globalisation and
Gender. The meeting was well attended with
over 40 people present and coverage on the
local TV channel as well as Goa Herald.

In December 2007, at the close of the winter
session of Parliament, the government tabled
the Rehabilitation and Resettlement Bill, 2007
(R&R Bill) and the Land Acquisition
(Amendment) Bill, 2007 (LA Bill). The
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Rural
Development invited suggestions on both the
bills as part of their public consultation. Along
21
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with many other civil society organizations,
EQUATIONS presented a set of comments,
concerns and critique of primarily the
Rehabilitation & Resettlement Bill 2007. We
have also commented on few provisions in the
Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill 2007. The
R&R Bill still does not take into account the
projects such as tourism where physical impact
is not as visible and effects are indirect or
secondary. We argued that the core principle of
a Bill on resettlement and rehabilitation should
be based on avoiding forced displacement in
the first place and it should ensure serious
exploration and implementation of nondisplacing alternatives. The tourism led
displacement focus was reinforced strongly.
People’s Collective for Economic Social and
Cultural Rights invited us to contribute to the
NGO Status Report on India (shadow report) to
the UN Committee on Economic Social and
Cultural Rights. Our contribution linked tourism
to issues in the section “Livelihood
Development and Displacement”.

(Kevadia Colony) are all examples. The
formation of the Authority has led to the
transfer of power from LSGIs, irrespective of the
fact that the area under consideration is a
scheduled area.
EQUATIONS critiqued the Kerala Ayurveda
Health Centres (Issue of License and Control)
Bill and sent our comments to the Minister of
Health and Social Welfare and the Subject
Committee members of the Bill before it was
passed in the state legislative assembly
recently. It is an extremely important initiative
by the government keeping in mind the various
nefarious activities sex rackets and prostitution
that have started mushrooming in the name of
Ayurvedic health practices and regulating the
health centers through a well defined Act was a
long standing demand of the people and the
Civil society in the State.
The Special Tourism Zone (STZ) debate never
faded out. Though the Ministry of Tourism
(MoT) did not push the issue openly, it has been
gaining ground in various parts of the country
with proposals from private investors and
corporations and in principle support from the
state governments. At this juncture it was
important to take forward the debate and
concerns with the academics and network
partners. We reworked on the critique,
incorporating more international experiences
and case studies, updated and reprinted our
booklet “Seizing India through Tourism” with
recently reported cases by media from across
the country. It was also translated and printed
in Hindi for the use of the communities and
movements in Northern and Central India.

A growing trend to bring in the administration
of places under the control of Developmental
A u t h o r i t i e s / C o m m i tt e e s w h i c h t h e
government thinks are profitable areas for
expansion of tourism is evident. This process
has derailed the constitutionally mandated
system of decentralised governance through
the elected representatives of LSGIS. It
promotes centralising power of decision
making on issues such as control of natural
resources like water and land (on which the
tourism industry is highly dependent). It also
substitutes and prioritises tourism
development plans allowing the Development
Authorities to override decisions and functions
of other departments whose core mandates are
related to overall development of the area. In
Kerala, constitution of Tourism Conservation
and Preservation Committee through
implementation of the Kerala Tourism
(Conservation and Preservation of Areas) Act
2005, Development Authority in Andhra
Pradesh (Kolleru Lake), Orissa (Chilka Lake),
Rajasthan (Jaipur and Amber Fort) and Gujarat
EQUATIONS

The Right to Information (RTI) Act provides legal
right and opportunity to all people, irrespective
of their political, social, economic, professional,
educational or cultural background, to get all
information that is legally in the public realm.
The law gives ordinary people all a powerful
weapon that can be used to create more
transparency and accountability in governance
and to intervene in political and administrative
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decision-making with a view to influence its
direction and goals. We produced a booklet to
understand how Right to Information has been
used to access information on issues that have
direct and indirect relevance to expansion of
unregulated and unsustainable tourism in the
country.

workshops with Grama Sabha Members and
Sarpanches Forum in Kakinada. In both cases,
the demand for such workshops arose from the
local community. Capacity building interactive
session with members of FYWA from Vizag in AP
was also held. The local groups along with the
members of the Panchayati Raj Instututions are
registering their demands through petitions,
statements in press conference, public
marches, RTI Applications, writ petitions
questioning the government about their
impending plan of tourism development in the
region and questioning the legality of tourism
developments in their respective regions.

It was extremely encouraging for EQUATIONS to
see that the network partners from
Vishakhapatnam took forward the Right to
Information and Tourism campaign to demand
information on tourism developments on the
coast. They used information obtained through
RTI applications to file a writ petition against the
Vishakhapatnam Urban Development
Authority (VUDA) and the Government of
Andhra Pradesh (AP). The High court of AP in its
judgment gave stern directions to both VUDA
and Government of AP to take necessary
actions to demolish any structures that violated
the CRZ Notification and to ensure that no such
projects are allowed in the coast. Stopping
constructions at Thenalli Park, Ridshi Konda
Sports Complex both in Vishakhapatnam was a
result of extensive use of RTI in extracting
information from government and local
authorities. The same network partner
demanded for the Telugu translation of the
copy of the Master Plan of Vishakhapatnam
Urban Development Authority for better
understanding of the local people. Consistent
networking and advocacy support by
EQUATIONS in AP contributed to this. Other
network partners in other districts of AP are
also taking forward RTI campaign with
reference to tourism developments and other
related developments in their local areas.

Ecosystems,
Tourism

Communites

and

In the light of the proposed “dilution” of CRZ by
the introduction of the CMZ Notification, the
need for heightened networking and lobbying
was evident. MoEF excluded tourism from the
scope of seeking environmental clearance in
the EIA Notification, 2006.
We worked on critiquing policies and taking
fo r wa rd t h e i n i t i at i ve i n p ro d u c i n g
campaign/advocacy material on CRZ, an
analysis of the CRZ Notification, 1991,
Swaminathan Committee report and proposed
Coastal Management Zone Notification (CMZ)
substantiating with an in-depth analysis the
position of coastal communities, fisher folk
organisations and other civil society
organisations engaged on coastal issues.
EQUATIONS contributed to a legal campaign
against development of tourism
establishments in coastal Goa by conducting a
fact finding visit in collaboration with
Sudharshan Rodrigues an independent
researcher on coastal issues, and Alternatives
(Goa) by preparing a note that was used in a
petition filed by the local groups in Goa in the
High Court. (We have been informed by
Alternatives in June 2008 that one of the hotels
– Select – has withdrawn plans of expansion
based on the petition).

To realize the goal of democratic decisionmaking and people centered legislation and
policy for tourism development, there is a need
to interact with communities and LSGIs, build
capacity, and increase awareness about their
rights. A training programme was organised
with participants from in and around the
Kolleru Lake in AP, where government of AP is
promoting tourism development on a large
scale. We provided research support for
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biodiversity in the context of the
CBD.
Through the “Life as Commerce”
Project supported by the Global
Forest Coalition. EQUATIONS is
addressing environmental and
social impacts of ecotourism as a
market-based conservation
scheme. Field visits to three
states – Uttarakhand, Madhya
Pradesh and Andaman Islands
were made to collect primary
data for case study and to meet
government officials.

CRZ Rally in Goa on World Tourism Day

Ecotourism in India has
diversified and different models are emerging,
and it is becoming important to understand the
extent to which these models benefit
communities and aid conservation. EQUATIONS
is involved in a project as the India coordinator,
along with African Safari Lodges Foundation as
the South African partner on mutual exchange
and learning about ecotourism models. We
selected cases based on information about
practitioners in the country applying a set of
criteria (ecosystems, partnerships, control).

An area where we have not pushed with
enough momentum is the campaign on tourism
being exempted from Environmental Impact
Assessment in the latest Notification.
EQUATIONS partnered by Ms. Seema Bhatt,
Biodiversity Consultant has edited (and in part)
written a book titled “Conservation, Capital and
Communities: Perspectives on Ecotourism
Development in India” for Centre for
Environment Education, Knowledge for
Sustainable Development as part of their
Environment & Development series. The book
speaks to policy and decision makers and civil
society organizations; campaigners and
activists, who could advocate for better
fo r m u l a t i o n a n d i m p l e m e n ta t i o n o f
conservation and development policies and
practices and is scheduled for release in a few
months.

A workshop “Ecotourism in India – Examining
realities and challenges” was co-organised by
EQUATIONS and Ford Foundation at Delhi in
January 2008. The workshop aimed to identify
constituents of good community based models
of ecotourism, exchange ideas and learn from
experiences of the different initiatives that
were discussed. We envisage an informal
network of ecotourism practitioners in India to
develop.

EQUATIONS also participated at the Thirteenth
Meeting of the Subsidiary Body on Scientific,
Technical and Technological Advice (SBSTTA-13)
to the Convention on Biological Diversity at
Rome in February 2008. This was an
opportunity to work in solidarity with various
environmental and indigenous groups on issues
affecting biodiversity, and to learn more on
devising future interventions on tourism and
EQUATIONS

EQUATIONS series of statements on climate
change and tourism have been inputted at the
COP in Bali and the ITB in Berlin and have served
to further debate on the issue.
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A paper “History repeats itself? An account of
the World Bank’s controversial role in tourism
development” was written. This provided the
background to our preparations for the World
Bank Independent Peoples Tribunal. The paper
researched the historical engagement of the
World Bank in tourism around the world. To
highlight concerns arising from the World
Bank’s and other IFIs’ increasing interventions
in tourism sector from a people’s participation,
rights and sustainability point of view,
EQUATIONS along with Alternatives, Goa, coconvened and presented the Tourism Sector
Depositions at the WB-IPT. The deposers
included representatives from various
stakeholders in tourism development, like
adivasi leader from Sitanadi Sanctuary Area,
Chattisgarh; representative of the Hotel
Workers Union; independent entrepreneur and
guesthouse owner, Goa and civil society
representatives and representative of National
Council of Churches of India from North East
India. The main issues that the Tourism sector
depositions highlighted were:

Globalisation Impacts and Tourism
Our work in this area has been on furthering
research on the links between International
Financial Institutions (IFIs) and tourism, and on
tourism through Free Trade Agreements. We
have continued to monitor the action on the
WTO-GATS is being updated on negotiations,
especially the Government of India’s position
on key issues, monitoring of Regional Trade
Agreements (RTAs) although the tourism focus
in these has not been much, basic corporate
monitoring of the tourism and hospitality
industry. On the issue of IFI’s, were able to take
forward discussion on the Independent
People’s Tribunal on the World Bank Group in
India and our work in the previous years on
monitoring the ADB’s activities in the South Asia
Sub-Regional Economic Cooperation.
We put together perspectives of various
stakeholders through a series of consultations
organised by EQUATIONS on globalisation,
trade and tourism issues. Our dossier “The tour
less taken…debates on tourism, trade and
globalisation” is a compilation of articles,
speeches and perspectives by activists,
community leaders, researchers, academicians,
the governments, UN Bodies and civil society on
debates surrounding tourism and globalisation
in the developing world and drew mainly on
important consultations that EQUATIONS
organised in the previous two years. It received
positive response from Ministry of Commerce,
international and national network partners as
a good and comprehensive reading on these
issues.

! Critique of the World Bank is the historical
role in tourism development
! Growing activities of the World Bank and
other financial institutions in tourism
development in India
! World Bank – Conservation, Tourism and
Displacement: cases of Nagarahole and
Chattisgarh
! World Bank – Infrastructure Development
and Displacement: case of the Northeast
! World Bank – Large scale/elite tourism
development vs. local entrepreneurs: case
of Goa

Monitoring on IFIs was on a high as there has
been increased activity with the ADB on SASEC.
An updated version of the article on ADB and
SASEC titled – “Tourism unlimited? What’s
wrong with the ADB’s SASEC regional
integration idea” was distributed at the ADB’s
40th AGM in Kyoto and is to be published by
Focus on the Global South in its forthcoming
dossier.

The depositions helped highlight the role of the
World Bank in a sector like tourism which is
considered one of the least active sectors of the
Bank. It allowed EQUATIONS to put together a
team of people engaging with the issue of
tourism and for the tourism groups to learn
from the Tribunal itself. The depositions were
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appreciated by members of the Jury –
Arundhati Roy (writer and activist with the
NBA), Alehandro Nadal (activist from
Venezuela, member of IUCN), Bruce Rich (noted
environmentalist) and Justice Ramaswamy Iyer
(ex-Chief Justice of India).

International Critical Geographies Conference
in December, 2007. The second was a
presentation on the same issues at a media
dialogue on Special Economic Zones organised
by Kalpavriksh and PANOS South Asia in
February 2008. We were also able to take
fo r wa rd n et wo r k i n g w i t h g ra s s ro o t s
movements like the SEZ Virodhi Sanghatan
campaigning against the tourism SEZ in GoraiManori in Maharashtra.

As a follow-up to the intervention at the WB-IPT
and our work in the previous years on
monitoring the ADB’s activities in the South Asia
Sub-Regional Economic Cooperation (SASEC)
region we are producing a brief dossier on “IFIs
in Tourism: issues at stake”. This dossier
includes critical research undertaken by
EQUATIONS in the last two years on linking ADB
and World Bank policies and projects to tourism
development. We also invited few nationals
and international network partners who have
been keenly working on tourism issues with us
to write for the dossier.

Taking forward our initial ideas on developing a
corporate monitor in tourism, EQUATIONS,
along with other international organisations
working on tourism issues from a southern
perspective, will undertake research on
corporate activity in the tourism sector and its
links to poverty alleviation and local community
benefit. The work is due to begin in the next
year and will be for a 12 month period involving
both secondary research and primary data
collection and analysis.

In taking forward work initiated last year on the
campaign on STZs, this year, we took forward
the STZ issue into two networking spaces. The
first was the presentation of a paper titled
“Enclavisation of Tourism: Special Tourism
Zones (STZs) in India” that further expanded on
the theme of STZs being a new model of
enclavising tourism development at the 5th

EQUATIONS made a pitch for participating at
the XII General Assembly of the UNCTAD
(United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development) to be held in April, 2008 in Accra,
Ghana as an accredited civil society participant.
The main objective of intervening at this

Gender – Trade Workshop
EQUATIONS
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! A Study on Israeli Tourists in Goa by
students from Rachol seminary and
network partner Alternatives

UNCTAD space will be to share a critical
perspective on trade liberalisation and its
impacts on tourism from a developing country
perspective and influence both bodies and
thinking within the UNCTAD as well as member
country delegations.

! Fact finding investigations on Himalayan
Ski-Village - A Mega tourism FDI Project in
Kullu, Himachal Pradesh commissioned by
EQUATIONS, Him Niti and Jan Jagram Vikas
Samiti

EQUATIONS also participated and presented on
tourism issues at a workshop on “Trade
Liberalization Policies & FTAs: Social and Gender
implications of EU-India FTA” held in March,
2008. The workshop was a useful meeting
ground for activists from the gender and trade
networks at the national level as well as an
initial attempt at forming a coalition of
interested groups to monitor and advocate on
issues surrounding the EU-India and the EFTAIndia agreements that are currently being
negotiated.

! Fact finding on the Tourism project in
Kevadia, at the Sardar Sarovar dam site in
Narmada district, Gujarat
We have taken forward the idea of tourism
impact assessment indicators, to be used by
communities to document and deal with
tourism impacts. We did this through
awareness building workshops with community
groups and network partners Kolleru, Andhra
Pradesh and in coastal areas of Goa. CSU was
also involved in capacity building on Tourism
Impacts with the Rachol seminarians in Goa,
I m m e rs i o n ex p e r i e n c e re q u e st f ro m
Presentation Sisters for Fishermen’s Youth
Welfare Association (FYWA) on information
management, and on tourism with students &
teachers from TISS (A&NI).

Campaign Support Unit And
Resource Centre
The Campaign Support Unit has the least to
report directly as all its work has been servicing
contributions and supporting the needs and
re q u e st s o f o t h e r p ro g ra m m e s a n d
interventions on research support, advocacy,
capacity building and information
dissemination.

We completed EQUATIONS website revamp
from a design and detailed testing point of view.
Our website developers have themselves got
into a manpower crunch and internally working
to get all our documents in shape for uploading
has not gone on track due to many of the senior
staff being stretched on other projects.
However, we acknowledge that this is a critical
area of non-performance. Our not delivering
has had an impact on the accessibility of
EQUATIONS material and positions to a wider
audience. We have designed standard layouts
for EQUATIONS outputs (working papers, front
covers, campaigns, presentations, internal
seminars) and worked on revising our class
code to make it more relevant to current needs.

The Campaign Support Unit (CSU) now works
on a combination of physical clippings and eclippings to follow trends. We have been
bringing out the Documentation Update for
many years now to capture and make available
trends, but are planning to review its utility in
the current form.
The research support to other programmes on
emerging issues also involved invited external
people to bring in perspectives and expertise:
! An approach paper on Tourism, Rural
areas and Natural Resources based on
secondary research contribution by
Anuradha Pati

We are pleased with the more focused
dissemination of our publications (we were
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able to disseminate 1760 publications in the
year). Our email communication and info
dissemination has enhanced and a wide range
of people are sent most of the documents and
campaigns that are of relevance and interest.
We also started this year the EQUATIONS
seminar series and this is proving to be an
interesting event for our civil society friends in
Bangalore.

roles on projects and research, to broaden
our perspectives. Engage in solidarity with
mass movements and struggles.
! Disseminating our work in forms that are
more useful to our constituencies through
briefing sheets, summaries, translated
into local languages.

Bridge to the future
As we look back on the year’s work, our
strategies, impacts, and learnings we build the
following bridges to our work in the future
! Linking initiatives on monitoring cells,
tourism impacts at community levels,
supporting and responding to issues form
the ground particularly through research
support, campaign support and capacity
building
! More work with the industry and with
small and medium enterprises and
tourism service providers. To work with
informal associations and the unorganized
sector in tourism
! Sharpen our research with rigour in
methodology and depth, in order to
provide critiques that have credibility and
cannot be dismissed as rhetoric
! Focused advocacy and lobbying work at
the centre and focused media advocacy
! Linking issues of legal policy changes and
governance issues into the thematic
programmes
! Internalizing the cross cutting themes of
policy, globalization, livelihoods and
gender in all programmes.
! Work on awareness building with people
/tourists, popular articles, using creative
methods like art and popular culture as
communication tools
! Actively seeking and supporting more
inter. Draw more people into advisory
EQUATIONS
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR 2007-08
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MARCH 2008
AMOUNT (INR)
ASSETS
Fixed Assets
Investments and Deposits
Loans and Advances
Cash and Bank Balances
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Capital Fund
Corpus Fund
Other Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

57,64,374.96
6,46,192.00
34,24,686.00
4,55,520.85
12,37,976.11
57,64,374.96
57,64,374.96
55,37,362.61
25,000.00
2,02,012.35
57,64,374.96

INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2008
AMOUNT (INR)
INCOME
Grants and Donations
Coordination and Consultancy Income
Contribution for Travel
Contribution for Publications
Honorarium
Interest
Miscellaneous Income
EXPENDITURE
Programme and Project Expenses
Workshops and Meetings
Staff Capacitation
Documentaries
Personnel Costs
Operational Expenses
Office Rent, Water and Electricity
Licence, Fees and Taxes
Auditor's Remuneration
Miscellaneous Expenses
Depreciation
EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR
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1,10,39,829.11
1,05,52,457.50
2,26,130.00
47,285.00
13,495.00
18,000.00
1,63,985.00
18,476.61
1,06,67,976.08
56,37,583.33
1,25,678.44
34,140.00
2,56,164.00
33,37,355.00
4,02,769.53
5,31,764.00
18,679.00
78,652.00
16,784.45
2,28,406.33
3,71,853.03
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Key Funding Support

Events that saw
EQUATIONS presence

Bread for the World and Misereor, have
continued to support to our core networkbuilding programme. Bread for the World also
gave us an additional grant to complete
“Vanishing Trails” a compilation documentary
on Nomadic and De-notified tribes in India. The
significant part of the filming was supported by
HIVOS (India Regional office) in the previous
year.

Meetings
April 2007
! First meeting of State Level Responsible
Tourism Committee and the Environment
Cell of State Level Responsible Tourism
Committee on 21.04.2007 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

HIVOS (India Regional Office) support enabled
the completion and launch of ‘Mahua
Memoirs’.

May 2007
! Destination Level Responsible Tourism
Workshop on 06.05.2007 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at Wayanad, Kerala

We were part of the Global Forest Coalition’s
national (India) case study in the “Life as
Commerce “ project. This analyses impacts of
ecotourism promotion activities in and around
ecologically sensitive areas.

! Destination Level Responsible Tourism
Workshop on 08.05.2007 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at, Kovalam, Kerala

ActionAid supported the research project in the
Andaman Islands titled “Building a Base for
Advocating Sustainable Tourism in the
Andaman Islands”. We coordinated the project
with Kalpavriksh, Society for Andaman and
Nicobar Ecology (SANE) and Tata Institute of
Social Sciences (TISS) being the other core team
members.

! Dharna against the Pathrakadavu project
at the Secretariat on 11.05.2007 at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala
! Destination Level Responsible Tourism
Workshop on 16.05.2007 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at Kumarakom, Kerala

ECPAT (End Child Prostitution, Child
Pornography, and Trafficking of Children for
Sexual Purpose) supported us for a research
study on “Male Child Sexual Abuse in Pilgrim
Tourism Sites in Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and
Orissa”.

June 2007
! Meeting on the Future of Bangalore City
on 03.06.2007 organised by Citizen’s
Action Forum and CIVIC at Bangalore,
Karnataka

UNDP commissioned the review and
documentation of the “Sustainability in Tourism
– A Rural Tourism Model” (Endogenous Tourism
Project of the GoI and UNDP.

! Dharna as part of a nation-wide agitation
by the National Fish Workers Forum
against CZM Notification on 05.06.2007
organised by Kerala Swathantra Matsya
Thozhilai Federation in front of the
Accountant-General's office at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

We were the India coordinating body of the
African Safari Lodge Foundation (ASLF) project ,
supported by Ford Foundation “Alleviating
Poverty through nature tourism in India, Brazil
and South Africa- IBSA”.
EQUATIONS
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28.07.2007 at Secretariat,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

! Orientation on Tourism Issues to Centre
for Social Justice and Peace, Goa from 21st
– 29th June 2007 at EQUATIONS,
Bangalore (Organised)

! Consultation on Anti-trafficking on
28.07.2007 organized by Network against
Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation in
Andhra Pradesh, Help, and Group
Development at Hyderabad, Andhra
Pradesh

! State Level Workshop on Role of CSO in
Child Labour Elimination on 22.06.2007
organised by International Labour
Organization at Bangalore, Karnataka

! Strategy meeting on Hampi Master Plan2006 from 28th -30th July 2007 organised
by Kishkinda Trust at Hampi Karnataka

! Destination Level Responsible Tourism
Workshop on 23.06.2007 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at Thekkady, Kerala

! Launch on Agenda for Action India Report
on 30.07.2007 by End Child Prostitution,
Child Pornography and Trafficking for
Sexual Purpose (ECPAT) International and
by its Members organizations: SANLAAP,
ICYO and EQUATONS (Co- organised)

! Karnataka State Consultation on Child
Rights on 25.06.2007 organised by Child
Rights Trust at Bangalore, Karnataka
July2007
! Workshop on “Tourism Policies and
Encroachment” on 1st & 2nd July 2007
organized by Forum Kerala and others at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

August 2007
! Second meeting of the Environment Cell
of State Level Responsible Tourism
Committee on 09.08.2007 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

! The “State-level consultation on World
Bank projects and policies in Karnataka”
on 20th & 21st June 2007 at Bangalore,
Karnataka (Co-organised by Karnataka
based Civil Society Groups )

! S e c o n d m e e t i n g o f S ta te L e ve l
Responsible Tourism Committee on
10.08.2007 organised by Department of
Tourism, Government of Kerala at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

! Consultation on Coastal Zone
Management Notification and its impact
on fisher-communities on 23.07.2007
organized by Kerala Campaign Committee
against CZM Notification at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

! Dharna against the Athirapally project on
20.08.2007 organised by GREENS at the
Secretariat at Thiruvananthapuram,
Kerala

! NGO Meet on 24.07.2007 organized by
the Centre for Social Concern at
Bangalore, Karnataka

! Short Term Course on Managing
Information from 21st – 24th August 2007
organised by Centre for Science and
Environment, New Delhi

! “Step into nature’s play ground”,
presentation on the Ecotourism Products
of Kerala on 25.07.2007 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

! Stall and the exhibition “Disappear” at
Civil Society Summit from 24th -26th
August 2007 organised by Open Space
and other Civil Society Oorganization at
Bangalore, Karnataka

! Signature campaign “Do not implement
CZM” to The President of India on
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! “Tourism Opens Doors For Women” –
UNWTO Think Tank: The Role of Women in
Tourism on 27.09.2007 organised by
U n i t e d N a t i o n W o r l d To u r i s m
Organization at Bentota, Sri Lanka

September 2007
! TIA workshop on 01.09.2007 at Centre for
Social Justice and Peace at Goa
(Organised)
! Training programme on tourism impacts
to UDRITI network and Andhra Pradesh
Vyavasaya Vruthidharala Union on 10th &
11th September 2007 at EQUATIONS
Bangalore, Karnataka (Organised)

! Round Table “Does Tourism Open Doors
For Women” on 27.09.2007 at Goa (Coorganised with Alternatives, Goa)
October 2007

! State Level Workshop on the Role of
Employers Associations in Child Labour
Elimination, on 11.09.2007 organized by
International Labour Organization at
Bangalore, Karnataka

! Inter school and college essay writing and
debate competition on tourism issues in
Andaman on 12.10.2007 at Port Blair,
Andaman & Nicobar Islands (Organised)
! Screening of “Mahua Memoirs” on
31.10.2007 at the SIGNS 2007 Festival at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

! Sub-committee Meeting for Guideline
Formulation on Responsible Tourism on
12.09.2007 organised Kerala Tourism
Development Cooperation,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

November 2007
! 5th Annual Convention of the Jharkhand
Jungul Bachao Andolan from 4th – 6th
November 2007 organised by Jharkhand
Jungul Bachao Andolan at Ranchi,
Jharkhand

! “Tourism Sector Depositions At The
Independent People’s Tribunal On The
World Bank Group In India from 21st –
24th September 2007, New Delhi (Coorganised with Alternatives, Goa)

! Workshop for drafting a People’s
Statement on Climate Change on 14th &
15th November 2007 organized by Tamil
Nadu Environment Council at Dindigul,
Tamil Nadu

! Round Table “Do Women Really Benefit
From Tourism – The Kerala Experience” on
25.09.2007 at Thiruvananthapuram,
Kerala (Organised)
! Consultation on “Adivasi Rights & Mining”
and Film show of ‘Mahua Memoirs’ on
25.09.2007 in collaboration with SAMATA
at Vishakapatnam, Andhra Pradesh (Coorganised)

! Capacity Building Workshop for student’s
from the Tata Institute of Social Sciences,
A n d a m a n & N i co b a r I s l a n d s o n
22.11.2008 at EQUATIONS Bangalore,
Karnataka (Organised)

! Seminar on Responsibility in Tourism on
26.09.2007 organized by the Gandhi
Smaraka Grama Seva Kendram at
Alappuzha, Kerala

! National level workshop on ecotourism on
28.11.2007 organized by the Post
Graduate Department of Economics, Sree
Narayana College, Kollam, Kerala

! Round Table “Does Tourism Open Doors
F o r Wo m e n ” o n 2 7 . 0 9 . 2 0 0 7 a t
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala (Coorganised with Sakhi Resource Centre
for Women and Kerala Union of Working
Journalists, Thiruvananthapuram
Chapter)
EQUATIONS

December 2007
! 5th International Critical Geographies
Conference from 3rd – 7th December
2007 organised by the International
Critical Geography Group and Tata
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! N at i o n a l E n e rg y C o n fe re n c e o n
24.01.2008 organised by VIBGYOR Film
collective at Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

Institute of Social Sciences at Mumbai,
Maharashtra
! “Combating Coastal Challenges – National
Meeting for Joint Action for Coastal
Protection” under the Post-Tsunami
Environment Initiative on 08.12.2007
organized by Citizens Consumer and Civic
Action Group at Chennai, Tamil Nadu.

! Ecotourism workshop ‘‘Ecotourism In
India – Examining Realities And
Challenges” on 28th & 29th January 2008
at Delhi (Co-Organised by EQUATIONS
and Ford Foundation)
! Meeting organized to discuss the
concerns of the fishermen community on
the new policies of the Government of
Kerala on 29.01.2008 organised by
MCITRA at Alappuzha, Kerala

! National Level Workshop on “Use of
Information. Communication and
Technology in Vocational Education and
Training in Tourism & Hospitality Sector”
on 14th & 15th December 2007 organised
by NITHM and Media Asia Lab at
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh

! Consultation on ‘‘Expenditure on
Education and Health at the Local Level: A
Study in Karnataka’’ on 29.01.2008,
organised by the Centre for Budgetary and
Policy Studies at Bangalore, Karnataka

! Training programme on Information
Management to Fishermen Youth Welfare
Association on 19th & 20th December
2007 at EQUATIONS Bangalore, Karnataka
(Organised)

February 2008
! Workshop on Human Trafficking on
03.02.2008 organised by Human Rights
Law Network at Bangalore, Karnataka

! International Conference on Innovation in
Tourism: Competitiveness & Sustainability
from 20th -22nd December 2007
organised by Indian Institute of Tourism
and Travel Management at Bhubaneswar,
Orissa

! Campaign meeting to protect the Western
Ghats on 05.02.2008 organised by Appiko
Movement at Bangalore, Karnataka.
! Planning meeting for the Second
International Responsible Tourism
Conference on 11.02.2008 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

! Joint meeting of the Working Groups of
the State Level Responsible Tourism
Committee on 31.12.2007 organised by
Department of Tourism, Government of
Kerala at Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala

! Annual planning meeting of the
Monitoring, Evaluation & Planning for the
third year of implementation of Global
Forest Coalition’s National Life as
Commerce Project from 14th -16th
February 2008 organised by Global Forest
Coalition at Rome, Italy

January 2008
! Workshop on ‘Role of Youth in Sustainable
Tourism’ on 7th & 8th January 2008
organised by SPURTHEE at Anakapalli,
Andhra Pradesh

! Workshops on “Tourism Impacts” from
17th -19th February 2008 in collaboration
with Kolleru Rural Development Society
Organisation and Sameekrutha in 5
panachyats of Kolleru Region, Andhra
Pradesh (Co-organised)

! Third meeting of State Level Working
Groups of Responsible Tourism on
21.01.2008 organised by Department of
Tourism, Government of Kerala at
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala
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! Regional consultation on Countering Child
Abuse on 18th – 19th February 2008
organised by Ministry of Women and Child
Development, Govt of India and National
Institute of Public Cooperation and Child
Development at Bangalore, Karnataka

March 2008
! Workshop on Gender Power and Identity
on 4th & 5th March 2008 organised by
United Theological College at Bangalore,
Karnataka
! Awareness programme on women and
tourism with students of Acharya Institute
of Management & Sciences on 12.03.2008
at Acharya Institute of Management &
Sciences, Bangalore, Karnataka
(Organised)

! Consultation on South Asia: Politics of
Trade, Investment and Development on
18th & 19th February 2008 organised by
Focus on the Global South at New Delhi
! Thirteenth Meeting of the Subsidiary
Body on Scientific, Technical and
Technological Advice to the Convention on
Biological Diversity from 18th – 22nd
February 2008 organised by the
Secretariat of the Convention on
Biological Diversity at Rome, Italy

! II International Responsible Tourism
Conference from 20th – 24th March 2008,
organised by Government of Kerala and
International Centre for Responsibility
Tourism at Kochi, Kerala
! Irresponsible Tourism Convention on
22.03.2008 organized by the Kerala
Tourism Watch at Kochi, Kerala

! Seminar on “Local Self Governing
Institutions & Natural Resources
Management- the Role of Panchayat Raj
Institutions” on 20.02.2008 organised by
Foundation for Ecology Society at
Bangalore, Karnataka

! Workshop on “Trade Liberalization
Policies & FTAs: Social and Gender
implications of EU-India FTA” on 25th &
26th March 2008 organised by the
Heinrich Boll Foundation – India, WIDE
and South Asia Institute at New Delhi

! Workshop on “SEZs and Panchayat Rights”
on 20.02.2008 in collaboration with
KADALI network at Kakinada, Andhra
Pradesh (Co-organised)

Media Reports and Press Releases

! Media Dialogue on Special Economic
Zones on 26.02. 2008 organised by
Kalpavriksh and PANOS South Asia at New
Delhi

! “Call for steps to mitigate climate change
impact”, The Hindu, Thiruvananthapuram
Edition, 24.05.2007
! “Spare the child”, Indian Express, Mumbai
Edition, 24.07.2007

! Meeting on Ecotourism in Karnataka on
26.02.2008 organised by Jungle Lodges &
Resorts Ltd. and Department of Tourism,
Govt. of Karnataka at Bangalore,
Karnataka

! “A tale retold, yet unheard”, The Hindi,
New Delhi Edition, 11.08.2007
! “Cancel clearance for Athirappilly project:
e n v i r o n m e n t a l i s t s ”, T h e H i n d u ,
Thiruvananthapuram Edition , 15.08.2007

! National workshop on “Environmental
Policy Integration for Greening the Indian
Economy” from 29th – 1st March 2008
organised by Pondicherry University at
Pondicherry

EQUATIONS

! “13 million kids toil in tourism sector’Children are engaged as baggage
attendants, cleaners in hotels, Indian
Express, Bangalore Edition, 12.09.2007
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! “War over bauxite mining hots up”, The
Hindu, Visakhapatnam Edition,
21.09.2007

encroachment in Munnar by the tourism
industry on 15.05.2007

Radio

! “Systematic ways needed to empower
women”, The Hindu, Thiruvananthapuram
Edition, 26.09.2007

! All India Radio – “Vartha Tharangini” on
World Tourism Day 27.09.2007

! “Call for databank on woman working in
tourism sector”, New Indian Express,
Thiruvananthapuram Edition, 26.09.2007

! Interview on “ Critiquing The Benefits of
Tourism In India” on 6th March 2008 for
the New Internationalist

! “Sthreekalkku thulya pangalitham
labhikkana”, Malayalam Newspaper
Mathrubhumi, Thiruvananthapuram
Edition, 26.09.2007

EQUATONS Publications
! “The Tour Less Taken…. Debates On
Tourism, Trade And Globalisation”, June
2007

! “Give women their due in tourism in Goa”,
The Goa Herald, Goa Edition, 29.09. 2007

! “Remembering Paul Gonsalves”, July 2007

! “Systematic ways needed to empower
women”, The Hindu, Thiruvananthapuram
Edition, 26.09.2007

! “This Is Our Homeland – A Collection Of
Essays On The Betrayal Of Adivasi Rights In
India”, July 2007

! “Labour India: Fisherwomen question
Tourism’s magic”, Inter Press Service News
Agency, 01.10.2007

! “Se(i)Zing India Through Tourism”,
Updated and reprinted, November 2007

! “No visuals that ‘commodify’ women”,
New Indian Express, Thiruvananthapuram
Edition, 18.10.2007

! “Yeh Mera Swades Hai” (This is our
h o m e l a n d ) Tra n s l at i o n i n H i n d i ,
November 2007

! “Video film fete signs off”, The Hindu,
Thiruvananthapuram Edition, 01.11.2007

! “Sej Aur Paryatan: Vikas Ya Vikav”
(Se(i)Zing India through Tourism)
translated in Hindi, February 2008

! “Forest dwellers for more rights”, The
Telegraph, Calcutta Edition, 05.11.2007

! “Who Really Benefits from TourismEQ UAT I O N S c r i t i q u e o n to u r i s m
development” Dossier translated in
Telugu, February 2008

! “A voice for the voiceless Adivasis”, The
Hindu , Thiruvananthapuram Edition,
06.11.2007

! “Who Really Benefits from Tourism?EQ UAT I O N S c r i t i q u e o n t o u r i s m
development”, Dossier translated in
Kannada, March 2008

! “Ormmapeduthalukalumayi Mahua
M e m o i r s ”, M a n g a l a m D a i l y,
Thiruvananthapuram Edition, 24.11.2007
! “Reclamation of backwaters: VS’
intervention sought ”, The Hindu,
Thiruvananthapuram Edition, 30.01.2008

! “Who Really Benefits from Tourism? EQ UAT I O N S c r i t i q u e o n to u r i s m
development”, Dossier translated in
Malayalam March 2008

Visual Media

! “Public Purpose? How the Tourism
Destination of Tomorrow Continues to
Dispossess the Adivasi of Narmada

! Asianet: News based discussion –
“FOCUS” in the context of evictions of
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! “The Tourist Welcomed; The Adivasi
Exiled”, August 2007

Today”, An Investigation Report on the
tourism project in Kevadia, Narmada
District, Gujarat March 2008
! Doc Update (April 2006 - June 2007),
March 2008

! “Kerala Tourism (Conservation and
Preservation of Areas) Act 2005”, revised
critique, August 2007

! “Rights of the Child in the Context of
Tourism - a compilation” Updated Dossier,
March 2008

! “ Wo r l d B a n k f u n d e d Ka r n a ta ka
Panchayats Strengthening Project,” A
Critique, August 2007

! “Right to Information and Tourism”,
Booklet, March 2008

! “CRZ-CMZ : Mandarmoni” Statement and
compilation of case studies, August 2007

! “Dream Destination for World Class
Tourists…Nightmare for the Himalayas! –
impacts of the proposed Himalayan Ski
Village Project, Kullu, Himachal Pradesh, a
preliminar y fact finding report ”
EQUATIONS, Him Niti Campaign and the
Jan Jagran Evam Vikas Samiti (JJVS), Fact
Finding Report ,March 2008

! Critique of the “Hampi Master Plan 2007”,
September 2007
! “Opening Doors Is Not Enough – Equality,
Equity And Empowerment Is What
Women Seek In Tourism”, Statement on
World Tourism Day, September 2007
! “Women in Tourism, Realities, Dilemmas
and Opportunities”, Position Paper,
September 2007

Papers and Statements:
! Critique of the Planning Commission
constituted “Working Group Report on
Tourism Sector for the 11th Five Year Plan”
(2007-2012), April 2007

! “History repeats itself? An account of the
World Bank’s controversial role in tourism
development” , September 2007
! “Child Labour: An ugly face of Tourism”
Approach paper on child labour,
September 2007

! “Comparative analysis of the Planning
Commission constituted Steering
Committee Report with the Working
Group Report on Tourism Sector for 11th
Five Year Plan”, April 2007

! “A Call From The South: North Needs To
Cool It” - Peoples’ Statement on Climate
Change jointly issued by Tamil Nadu
Environment Council (TNEC) and
EQUATIONS, India at the UNFCCC COP
held at Bali, Indonesia, December 2007

! “Rehabilitation & Resettlement Policy
2007” Critique translated to Telugu, April
2007
! “Tourism unlimited? What’s wrong with
the ADB’s SASEC regional integration
idea”, April 2007

! “Rural Tourism And Natural Resources : An
Approach Paper”, December 2007
! “Enclavisation of Tourism: Special Tourism
Zones in India”, December 2007

! “Call For Action - Climate Change,
Biodiversity And Tourism” - Statement on
International Biodiversity Day, May 2007

! “Sustainable Tourism” December 2007

! Analysis of the “Manipur Tourism Policy”,
June 2007

! “Rehabilitation & Resettlement Bill, 2007”,
A Critique, January 2008

! “Kerala Ayurveda Health Centres (Issue of
License and Control) Bill” Critique, July
2007

! "Ecotourism In India – Examining Realities
And Challenges", discussion note, January
2008

EQUATIONS
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! "Towards Sustainability in Tourism",
February 2008

environmental conventions) VOLUME 16,
ISSUE 5, JULY 6, 2007, published at CBD
SBSTTA-12, Paris

! “Kerala Tourism Trends”, April 2007March 2008

! “R&R policy critique” and “STZ article”
translated in Telugu and published in
'Manemlo', LAYA monthly newsletter,
Vishakapatnam in ‘Manemlo’ LAYA,
Vishakapatnam, August 2007

! “Not In My Backyard: How Governments
And Industry Have Washed Their Hands
Off Responsibility In Tourism – Exploring
Indian Realities”, March 2008

! “Can We Transform Tourism? The Elusive
Quest For Justice And Humanity In
Tourism” EQUATIONS paper for ECOT’s
25th Anniversary publication , October
2007

! Observations on Tourism Development
Issues In Cansaulim Panchayat, Goa,
January 2008
! “Climate Change, Tourism and the Carbon
Neutral Myth”, Statement at the ITB,
March 2008

! “A Closer Look at Rural Tourism” an article
for the endogenous tourism Project
newsletter, UNDP, October 2007

! “Say No to Tourism that Exploits the Child:
Trends and Issues on the Protection of
Children in the context of Tourism in India”,
March 2008

! “Birds Decline At Sanctuary”, Fourth
Estate, Malayalam Manorama School of
Communication, Fourth Edition, Kerala,
November 2007

Visual Materials:

! “EQUATIONS and its Activities Concerning
Urban Issues in Karnataka” – Article for
City Managers’ Association, Karnataka
(CMAK), January 2008

! “Who Really Benefits from Tourism”
poster, Telugu
! “Who Really Benefits from Tourism”
Handouts, Telugu

! “Andamans - Islands in Danger” Iftrac
Tourism World, Vol. I Issue 1 Dec 07 – Jan
08

! Poster “Mahua Memoirs” in English, Hindi
, Telugu

! Rethink Tourism posters

! “Kerala Tourism (Conservation &
Preservation of Areas) Act 2005: an
Analysis”, Keraleeyam Vol.3 March 2008)

! Exhibition on adivasi rights and mining
“Disappear”

! “Tourism & Women”, Keraleeyam, Vol.3
March 2008

! Mahua Memoirs – DVD film in English

! “Tourism at Kumbalanghi reclaiming
backwaters”, Keraleeyam, Vol.3 March
2008

! EQUATIONS Brochure

Contribution to other publications
! “Impacts of WTO Agreements on Tourism
and Livelihoods”, translated in Telugu and
p u b l i s h e d i n ' M a n e m l o ' , L AYA ,
Vishakapatnam, June 2007

! “Divided Destinies Unequal Lives:
Economic Social Cultural Rights and the
Indian State” section on tourism and
displacement in the NGO report to The
United Nations Committee on Economic
Social and Cultural Rights, March 2008

! “Climate Change, Biodiversity and
Tourism” statement published in ECO
(Civil society newsletter at international
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Management, Staff, and Extended Teams
EQUATIONS Managing Committee (2007-2008)
Sl.
No.
1

Name

Designation

Adv. Mario Pinto Almeida

President

2

Ivo Rodrigues

Secretary

3

Raja Chidambaram

Treasurer

4

Ms. Rosemary Viswanath

Chief Functionary, (ex-officio)

5

Aditi Chanchani

Staff Representative, (ex-officio)

EQUATIONS Staff Team as of 31st March 2008
Each programme in EQUATIONS has a person in charge and a support team called the Programme
resource team
Sl.
Name
No.
1 Kerala State Networking Programme

Programme
Coordinator
Saroop Roy

Programme Resource Team/
Team members
Ananya Dasgupta, S. Vidya, Dipu.S

2

Karnataka State Networking Programme S.Vidya

Syed Liyakhat, Pramila Sequeira
and Deepa Kozhisseri

3

Tamil Nadu State Networking Programme Saroop Roy

Syed Liyakhat, Ram Kumar.G

4

Andhra Pradesh State Networking
Programme

Ram Kumar.G

Ananya Dasgupta & Aditi Chanchani

5

Rest of India

Vidya Rangan

Aditi Chanchani , G. Raghu &
Maheen Dhanda, Deepa Kozhisseri*.
Shweta Gaur*

6

Campaign Support Unit

Aditi Chanchani

Pramila David and Anjali. B

7

Women and Tourism

Rosemary Viswanath Joyatri Ray*, Vidya Rangan

8

Governance, Law and Tourism
Programme

Ananya Dasgupta

Rosemary Viswanath & Saroop Roy

9

Tourism Education

Maheen Dhanda

Aditi Chanchani, Ram Kumar G. &
Pramila Sequeria

10 Ecosystem, Communities and Tourism

Syed Liyakhat

Maheen Dhanda, Ujjwala Medhi* &
Saroop Roy

11 Globalisation, Impacts and Tourism

Vidya Rangan

Ananya Dasgupta & S.Vidya,
Shikha.S*

12 Child & Tourism

S.Vidya

Rosemary Viswanath

13 Institutional Support Services

Antony Varghese

G. Raghu, Pramila Sequeira,
Arun Raj*, Gladit Y.*, Rajiv Das &
Rosemary Viswanath

*For part of the year
EQUATIONS
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Extended teams and Advisory support
This year too we invited many people to contribute their expertise and skills to our work in research,
advisory capacity as well as to help us design our publications and communications material. Our
grateful thanks to them for their contributions. Many others have contributed to our publications
and dossiers, and we have acknowledged them. From each of you we have learnt and grown.
Advisory Members
Advocating Sustainable Tourism in the Andamans: K T Suresh, Jayati Ghosh, Niranjan Khatri
Review and Documentation Endogenous Tourism Project: Prof K V Raju, Arvind Lodaya, Nina Rao
Staff Capacity Building
Raja Chidambaram
Prof Gouranga Chattopadhyay
G Viswanath (Organisations and Alternatives)
Natraj Goud and V. Nagaraju, the team from Manupatra (legal database)
Research Support
Souparno Lahiri (Kevadia Fact Finding), Manshi Asher (Himalayan Ski Village Fact Finding), Anuradha
Pati & Sanjay Basu Mallik (Reviewers to the project on Review and Documentation of the
Endogenous Tourism Project), Ranjan Solomon (Study on Israeli Tourists in Goa) .
Film & Audio Visual Documentation
Vinod Raja & Ashok Maridas (Grassroots Media Pvt Ltd) (Mahua Memoirs & Vanishing Trails),
Chandrashekhar Reddy (Review and Documentation of the Endogenous Tourism Project), Michael
Joseph (Building a Base for Advocating Sustainable Tourism in the Andaman Islands)
Design and Communications
BENT by Design (Yusuf , Kuldeep and Hidish)
Shashwati B
Nomita Khatri
Smriti Chanchani
Vishakha Chanchani
Focus Communications
Cepha
Web site
Ravindra Walters and Aninda Basu (C senses)
EQUATIONS Seminar series
Ranjan Solomon (Alternatives) - Seminar on Imperatives for a Just Peace in Palestine
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Interns in EQUATONS (2007-08) and their work
Sl.
No.

Name

Institution

Period

Areas of work

1

Sinduja Krishnan

Forest Research Institute, 1st February 2007- Study on the Tourism Status
Dehradun, Bangalore
30th April 2007
on the Nilgiris Biosphere
Reserve, Tamil Nadu

2

Research inputs into
Malini Ranganathan Ph.D student from Energy 1st May 2007and Resources Group,
31st October 2007 Multilateral Funding and
Governance Reforms
University of California,
in Karnataka

3

Kranthi.P

National Institute on
15th March 2008 Tourism and Hospitality
25th May 2008
Management, Hyderabad

Assisted in Documentation
of Tourism Developments
in Kolleru, Andhra Pradesh

4

M. Mourya

National Institute on
4th March 2008 –
Tourism and Hospitality
15th July 2008
Management, Hyderabad

Research study on Tourism
and water use by the hotel
sector: a case of Bangalore
Metropolitan Region

Volunteers in EQUATONS (2007-08) and their work
Sl.
No.

Name

1

Natalie Stimac

Switzerland

5th March 2008 30th April 2008

Communication Material
on Education Kit

2

Padma Srinivas

Senior HR professional
working with the Corporate
sector, Bangalore

30th November 2007
- February 2008

HR support- Strengthen
the system in EQUATONS
on HR Processes

3

Jayaram Holla

Indian Institute of
Management, Bangalore

2 weeks in june 07

Developed the data
base for EQUATIONS
contacts

EQUATIONS

Institution/ Country
they came from

Number of weeks
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